eLearning Empowered.

Inquisiq. The smartest way to empower your people and partners.

www.Inquisiq.com
Learning is powerful. It helps organizations increase productivity, grow revenue, increase customer satisfaction, and improve products and services. Today’s accelerated pace of change means that eLearning and eTraining initiatives are more important than ever.

Inquisiq simplifies eLearning. Whether for your own employees, resellers or other partners, or people subscribing to your online courses, Inquisiq has everything you need to deliver high-quality learning programs tailored to your needs.
Everything You Need for eLearning.

**Award-winning** learning management systems, authoring apps, custom content, plug-and-play catalogs, and the expertise to put it all together for you or serve as a trusted resource while you do.
All from one **expert partner.**

Meet Inquisiq. The mighty learning management system created by eLearning experts that delivers big functionality and flexes to your needs.

**Inquisiq is Intuitive.**

**Up, Branded and Ready to Go**

Your LMS is up and running quickly! It looks the way you want, provides each user what they need, displays in up to 14 languages, and supports learning on mobile devices and tablets.

**Easy to Manage**

Adding learners, group access, reports, and managing permissions are out-of-the-box automations that make the LMS intuitive to manage. You can easily create and manage multiple portals on your own. And Inquisiq supports eLearning, instructor-led, and on-the-job training so you can design your program for your unique needs.

**Easy to Engage**

Learners have access to social learning features like a messaging center, wall and discussion feed that make it easy to communicate and share. This reinforces engagement and strengthens learning and your program.
Inquisiq is Integrated.

As powerful as they are on their own, learning initiatives are even more impactful when integrated into your core business systems. Integrate your LMS with 3,000+ systems including your HRIS, CRM, badging system, eCommerce platforms, accounting system, event calendar and more! You’ll get continuity of data, which is key for making key business decisions.

Inquisiq is Impactful.

Robust automated and ad hoc reports ensure you can measure the impact your learning program is having. You can even set up key reports so they’re in your email inbox first thing Monday morning!
Content is **King.**

Your LMS is just one piece of your program. You also need high-quality content to engage your learners. Our unique capabilities and expertise on the content side of the equation set us apart from other LMS providers. With Inquisiq, your content options are covered. We’ll even work with you to determine the best option for your initiative.

**Catalogs**

Inquisiq is SCORM compatible. If you need off-the-shelf content, we have partnerships with the leading Course Content providers, including:

- **OpenSesame**
  One of the most trusted providers in the on-demand learning course market. OpenSesame’s 20,000+ courses integrate directly with Inquisiq so adding courses is quick and easy.

- **EJ4**
  Looking for shorter-form video content? EJ4 offers a consistently updated catalog of microlearning videos on business topics ranging from Diversity & Inclusion to Cybersecurity.

- **Go1**
  With 10,000+ resources, Go1 offers a wide variety of learning topics, including industry-specific courses. New material from leading providers is added regularly.

- **ToolingU**
  If your needs center around manufacturing, ToolingU is the off-the-shelf resource for you. Courses cover everything from Assembly to Leadership to Welding.

**Course Content Authoring Tools**

Looking to create your own learning content? Inquisiq partners with the leading authoring tool providers: Articulate and Vidversity.

- **Vidversity**
  Vidversity enables you to create high-quality, engaging interactive video content for training programs. Simply create, edit, and add interaction.

- **Articulate**
  Articulate’s tools are clean, modern, and offer plenty of powerful features so you can build content to your unique needs and specifications. We are the sole reseller partner for Articulate in North America.
If your eLearning or eTraining initiative requires highly customized, engaging content, Inquisiq can help. Our LMS was built by eLearning experts who excel at content development. They actually built the LMS because clients routinely asked them what was ideal. It didn’t exist. It does now. Those same eLearning experts—creatives, instructional designers, and technical experts—are still hard at work developing creative, effective customized content for Inquisiq clients.

Expert Help When You Need It

In addition to help developing your own custom content, we believe in supporting you every step of the way in your eLearning Journey. Kickoff, implementation, ongoing training, and regularly available support. We’ve got your back.
Inquisiq represents the LEARN component of cloud-based talent management software provider Acendre. Focused on developing talent through high-quality, engaging learning experiences, Inquisiq is the leading Learning Management System (LMS) and content developer for organizations seeking a simple-to-use, robust platform for eLearning and eTraining.

Hundreds of thousands of courses are delivered through an Inquisiq LMS every month. From content development to deployment, management, and tracking, clients rely on Inquisiq to help them deliver learning and training programs to customers, partners, employees, members, and volunteers.

For more information, please visit inquisiq.com.